10-10.30am: Arrivals; check in; refreshments

10.30am: Welcome and introductions

10.45-11.30am: Oxford: Beyond the Curriculum
An insight into student support and the wider opportunities available to students beyond their academic studies

11.30am-12.15pm: A choice of subject lectures delivered by Univ’s tutors
Dr Martin Galpin (Chemistry) ‘Structures of fullerenes: where chemistry meets topology.’
OR
Dr Laura Varnam (English) ‘Daphne du Maurier: Beyond Rebecca’

12.15-1pm: A choice of subject lectures delivered by Univ’s tutors
Dr Richard Ashdowne (Linguistics) ‘Language rules, OK?’
OR
Dr Peter McHugh (Biochemistry): 'Protecting your most precious molecule - the repair of damaged DNA and cancer'

1-2pm: Lunch – Dining Hall

2-3pm: Supporting competitive applications
Spotlight on giving a ‘mock interview’
Demonstration interview

3-4pm: Engaging younger students with University

4pm: Departures